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Let the set T = {(x1, x2 ,..., x,): x, = 0, l}. Since the elements of 7’ can be 
seen as binary representations of integers, we order them with their correspond- 
ing integer values. Let r* be the set of (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices of the form 
[l f  D], where the n + 1 rows of D are distinct ordered elements of T. We 
show that the proportion of singular matrices in P* approaches 0 as IZ + co. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Factorial designs present some difficult unsolved combinatorial 
problems. The simplest setting in which these problems can be described 
is the saturated main effect case of the 2” factorial. An abstract geometric 
formulation in terms of simplexes was recently presented by Raktoe [2]. 
For present purposes we let T = ((x1, xz ,..., x,), xi = 0, 11. Each 
element of T can be viewed as a binary expansion of an integer k, 
0 < k < 2” - 1, so that the elements can be ordered according to their 
integer values. Let r* be the set of (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices of the 
form [l i D], where the rows of D are n + 1 distinct ordered elements 
of T. 
In factorial design terminology the set T is known as the complete set 
of treatment combinations of the 2” factorial and r* is called the complete 
set of saturated main effect designs of the 2” factorial. 
An unsolved problem of great complexity is the determination, for 
arbitrary n, of the cardinality of the class of singular (or nonsingular) 
matrices in I’*, i.e., the determination of the precise number of singular 
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(or nonsingular) saturated main effect designs of the 2” factorial. It was 
conjectured by Raktoe [2] that the proportion of singular matrices in 
I’* goes to 0 as n +- co. We establish the truth of this conjecture in the 
next section. 
2. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE 
In addition to the sets T and T* which were introduced in the previous 
section we will also need the following sets: 
T* = T - ((0, O,..., O)), 
r = the set of all matrices obtained from r* by permuting the rows 
of each matrix in I’*, 
A* = the set of all n x n matrices whose rows are distinct ordered 
elements of T*, 
A = the set of all matrices obtained from A* by permuting the rows 
of each matrix in A*, 
D = the set of ail n x n (0, 1)-matrices. 
Note that the cardinalities of these sets are: 
Set T T" r" r 
Cardinality 2” 2” - 1 (, T 1) (n + 1) ! (, y 1) 
Since singularity is preserved under row permutations we see that the 
proportion of singular matrices in r* is the same as that in T’. Given a 
set A of square matrices, let NA denote the number of nonsingular matrices 
in the set A. Raktoe’s [2] conjecture for the set r* can be restated in terms 
0f r as f0110ws. 
THEOREM. 
Ni- lim ~ = 
n-)m (n + I)! nT 1 
1. 
i 1 
Proof. Given an element x = (x1 , xg ,..., x,) in T, let r, be the subset 
of r defined by 
r, = (A E F: the first row of A is x}, 
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and let f be the function on r, which maps 
to 
where dij = 1 aij - xj j. Clearly, D E d and f is a bijective function from 
r, to A with the property 
det(D) = (-l)““i . det(A). 
Hence D is singular if and only if A is. It follows that the proportion of 
singular matrices in A is identical to that in r (and in r*), namely, 
(n + l);ny 1) = n! y; ‘) * 
(1) 
Next, we observe that every matrix in Q - A is singular. Hence iVn = Nsz 
and the right-hand side of (1) is thus equal to 
n! p; 1) = ,2! [:“T I) .$ 
2’” 2” 2” No ___ . ~ . *‘. . 
- 2” - 1 2’” - 2 p-/p 
>J$. 
Since the lower bound in (2) approaches 1 (see Komlos [l]), the proof 
is complete. 
As was remarked earlier, the exact number (or equivalently, the pro- 
portion) of singular matrices in the above mentioned spaces r*, A, 
and 8 has defied a general solution. The only numerical solution has been 
provided by Wells [3] for n < 7 for the space W = the set of all y1 x n 
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matrices whose rows are distinct ordered elements of T. In terms of the 
spaces .Q and A* this gives 
11 2 3 4 5 6 7 
number of singular 
matrices in W 3 27 880 97090 34923518 40885781314 
proportion of 
singular matrices 0.6250 0.6601 0.6558 0.6270 0.5803 0.5198 
in Q 
proportion of 
singular matrices 0 0.1714 0.3114 0.3862 0.4105 0.3997 
inT,r*,A,andA* 
It is interesting to note that while the proportion of singular matrices 
in 8 starts to decrease after IZ = 3, the proportion in T’* does not begin 
to decrease until y1 reaches 7, the largest number for which a numerical 
solution is available today. 
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